
I-SHARE ALMA PRIMO VE OFFICE HOURS WILL START SHORTLY

Welcome!

Office Hours will start at 2pm and run 
until 3pm

Please mute your microphone

As time permits, we will respond to 
questions typed in the chat box, and 
offline afterwards, as needed

This session will be recorded and made 
available on the CARLI website both as 
PDF slides and as a recording, with live 
links to all referenced resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let Ben Do his intro….



Agenda
• What is SIS?
• Current (Voyager) vs new (Alma) process 
• Integration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks Ben.  Hi Everyone, I’m Chris Saunders…Database Specialist for CARLI.  I’ve been heading up the project to coordinate the implementation of SIS since the end of the Summer .  I am here to show what this project entails, to make you aware of your institution’s responsibilities and action items for implementing this part of Alma…and of course, to take any questions you have about the subject.In this presentation, I’ll explain what SIS means in the context of what we are doing…I hope to convey the importance of this project and the relatively short timeframe we have to complete the set up. I’ll illustrate the similarities and differences between what we do today and what we will do with Alma soon.Lastly, Integration will be the finish line for this implementation project.  What a successful integration will mean is that it will be possible to keep your patron data in Alma up-to-date…. on a continuous basis… in an easily maintainable way.  It is the goal of CARLI to create a roadmap for integration that all members can follow. I will talk about what your institution will need to do during the implementation effort, and how Ex Libris and CARLI are here to support you.
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Student Information System (SIS)

Either way, the SIS is the authoritative source for student/patron 
data at your institution

Enterprise 
Resource 

Planning (ERP) Spreadsheet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SIS or S - I - S stands for Student Information System.  Within your particular institution, it may be referred to as an ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning), a CRM (Customer Relationship Management), or maybe people just refer to the name of the system itself.   CARLI knows that most but not all libraries are part of an institution that utilizes such a system to store and maintain student data.  The SIS might be as complex as a commercial enterprise software such as Banner or PeopleSoft, perhaps a home-grown application, or it may be as simple as a spreadsheet.  No matter what its actual form, the SIS at each institution is viewed as the authoritative source for the most current student, staff, faculty, and other institution affiliated users’ data.Again, Integration of this authoritative source with Alma has the benefit of keeping patron data current.
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Institution
• Create file with updated 

patron data (name, address, 
email, etc.) from Student 
Information System (SIS)

Institution
• Convert file to SIF and 

send to FTP server
• Create WRO to have 

CARLI load file.

CARLI • Pull SIF file from 
FTP server

CARLI
• Load 

updated 
data into 
Voyager 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is current state…it’s what the patron load process looks like today between a SIS and VoyagerSurprise!  Many of your institutions are already “integrated” with Voyager today.  Likely years ago, there was an effort by someone at your institution to put this process in place.  We don’t know exactly who these brave pioneers are, whether they are still available, or whether staff even know where the scripts or programs that they put in place are.  But they did set this up….and we can too.With Voyager’s integration, Specific Data from the SIS is exported into a file.  This file then has to be converted into a SIF format…which is a rigid, position based file format…and then transferred to the CARLI FTP server.  The institution then Creates a ticket in WRO (Which stands for Work Request Online) that tells CARLI there is a patron file on the FTP server that is ready for load.  CARLI then acknowledges the ticket and proceeds to manually initiate a patron load process that specifies this file.  After the patron load, the changes in patron information are in sync with what was exported from the SIS.Without this process, Voyager patron data would begin to get stale….or out of sync with the what’s contained for those patrons in SIS.So the process in this diagram is really what we’re talking about when we refer to SIS integration.  It’s creating a file of data from the authoritative source and running a program that processes each line of the file, finds the unique identifier that can match with a patron in the Voyager database and updates the Voyager patron record accordingly…if the program sees that the patron in the file does not yet exist, it adds it.  It takes a good bit of staff intervention, but not really a complicated procedure.
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Institution
• Create file with updated 

patron data (name, address, 
email, etc.) from Student 
Information System (SIS) 
and other data sources

Institution • Convert file to XML and 
send to FTP server

Alma • Pull XML file 
from FTP server

Alma
• Integrate 

updated 
data into 
Alma 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nor is it complicated in Alma….This is the Future State of patron loading or patron sync……..not far off into the future…..veeeery soon. With Alma, the same basic principles apply:In Alma’s SIS integration, Specific Data from the SIS is exported into a file.  This file then has to be converted into XML format…which is much more flexible than SIF and more easily maintainable over time…The file is then transferred to a designated FTP server.  This could be a locally hosted FTP server or CARLI’s FTP server that will continue to be in place..even after “Go Live”.  There is much less manual intervention during the process with Alma.  With Alma, there is something called an Integration Profile.  This Integration Profile is a screen within Alma that allows a privileged Alma user to configure what FTP server to pickup the incoming file from.  It also allows you to customize several settings that affect how the load is done AND.. It allows you to schedule the upload as essentially a “job” to be run at a time of your choosing.  Miiya, from Ex Libris will be presenting a demo of the Integration Profile following my presentation.  You’ll get to see a lot more detail about how the integration profile makes patron syncing much more flexible.The Main Differences between how Voyager and Alma integrate with SIS are :In Alma, The file format is XML instead of SIF…..XML is preferable in many ways but mostly, it gives flexibility in terms of structure and customizability in terms of what elements to include.In Alma, there is less manual intervention.  No communication necessarily needs to go to CARLI.  The Institution can configure how and when to run the syncing process independently and receive immediate feedback through Alma when it completes.  The institution is in full control from start to finish.Now.. I didn’t mean to gloss over the first step in both the Voyager and Alma patron sync processes.  Creating that file of SIS data is probably the most important part of getting this set up initially.  The groundwork has already been laid for Alma to take in patron files and the file format has been defined in an XML specification….but the SIS at each institution remains disconnected from the established parts of Alma until we take action.  How the Alma formatted XML file will be generated is a question mark of sorts and it’s quite possible that your library does not have the answers.. yet.  The effort to set up a process that can create this XML file will likely involve a campus IT unit that may be separate from the library and it will be a common scenario that access to the SIS is tightly controlled by your institution.
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Integration Responsibilities
Institution
• Create / Define unique patron identifier
• Set up integration profile in Alma
• Create and provide the XML file   

Ex Libris
• Provide Alma software  (SaaS)
• Define XML file format

CARLI
• Provide support to institutions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If your institution plans on integrating your SIS with Alma, you have several responsibilities in accomplishing the task.  You will need to decide on a unique patron identifier to extract taking into consideration that authentication into Alma and Primo VE will use data from the user record.  Many of you have likely indicated a patron identifier on your migration form….but you still have time to investigate and change that decision.  Your institution will also need to create an “integration profile” within Alma.. to tell Alma where to find the XML file for processing.  Miiya from Ex Libris will be giving a demo following my presentation… of the Alma screens that facilitate that part of the set up.  Most crucially, your institution will have to identify where in your SIS the information you need resides….and figure out how to extract it for new patrons and patrons that have had any of their corresponding data changed.  You will create an XML file that will be for testing at first.  But the little graphic indicating an iterative process is meant to show that a file will be created many times on an on-going basis as part of keeping patron data up-to-date in Alma.Ex Libris has a responsibility as well.  They provide the Alma software….as a service.  Their cloud will be where every instance of Alma is hosted.  They have provided test environments and sandboxes.  The sandboxes will persist after go live but only contain generic data; you do not want to test your integration in a sandbox.  The test environments that contain your real data will become your production environments in Spring of 2020.  Therefore you’ll want to complete testing the loading of XML files into Alma while these test environments are still available.       Ex libris also maintains the definition for the XML file specification and may make changes which could potentially necessitate an adjustment to the SIS integrations that are put in place.And CARLI….CARLI is here to provide support.  We are facilitating a pilot implementation for each of the SIS that is in use at I-Share Library Institutions….
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SIS in use among I-Share members

NA
8%

Banner
28%

Colleague
27%

Jenzabar
17%

PeopleSoft
11%

Blackbaud
3%

GradPro
2%

Populi 
1%

PowerSchool
1%

Webadvisor
1%

CAMS
1%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart shows the various Student Information Systems in use within CARLI.  This data was collected from Migration Surveys that were distributed, filled out by members, and received by CARLI earlier this year.  You’ll notice that 8% of the consortium either does not have a Student Information System, or perhaps does have a Student Information System in use on campus, but has not passed that information along to CARLI as yet.  If your institution is included in this gray area, we will be reaching out to you because we need to confirm what entity/software/database does hold your authoritative student, staff, and faculty data.
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Pilot
SIS Pilot Institution Identified
Banner 
Colleague < Your Name Here>
CAMS 
Jenzabar < Your Name Here>
PeopleSoft 
Oracle < Your Name Here>
Blackbaud < Your Name Here>
Populi < Your Name Here>
SAP Concur < Your Name Here>
Webadvisor < Your Name Here>
AIS < Your Name Here>

PowerSchool < Your Name Here>
Grad Pro < Your Name Here>

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Describe pilot progress with UIUThe way we are moving forward with the implementation of SIS, at a consortial level, is to run a pilot for each of the distinct SIS in use.  The product of the pilot efforts will be early implementation for those institutions who have come forward to volunteer and a roadmap that can be provided to other institutions to give them a head start.  There are some check marks in the table…and plenty of room for volunteers.  If you see your SIS listed and are motivated to be a pilot, please let us know and we can get you involved in the effort.Our Banner pilot is somewhat mature and is about to move from data mapping to programming….. But with all the other SIS, we are just kicking off.If your SIS already has a pilot institution identified, there is still good reason to step forward and get involved.  We will find a constructive role for you.  The Benefits of being a pilot are: - You can Help shape the project You get a Head start on implementation and increase your chances of getting it completed earlyYou Help the ConsortiumIt’s One less thing to deal with after go live And Having Earlier hands on experience with actual loading of data will be valuable…..knowing how to troubleshoot and what to expect.Please Contact CARLI as soon as possible if you have interest in being a pilot or assisting in any capacity.
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Next Steps
• Volunteer to be a pilot institution
• Ensure that CARLI knows about your SIS 

• If you are in the 8% in the pie chart, CARLI will contact you

• CARLI will provide documentation for each SIS
• Get data requirements from CARLI when available

• Determine if the required data is located in your SIS or another 
institutional system

• Create / define unique patron identifier
• You can work independently if you are so inclined.  There are 

many sources of documentation and you can reach out to us as 
needed.  Nothing to stop anyone with starting to work with their 
test system.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You now know a bit more about SIS integration with Alma.  Here are the next steps…you can think of these as action items.
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Milestones 
• Working with Pilots:   

Now – January
• CARLI Refines Documentation:     

January 
• Ready for Testing SIS Implementation at all institutions:    

January – March
• Last Voyager SIF Loads before production data extract:

Early June

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have been working and will continue to work with pilots from now until JanuaryCARLI will refine and create new documentation in January and as it becomes available  This refers to the part that I called the roadmap.  We will be posting and sharing that information.Our target for testing is January through MarchThe Last Voyager SIF loads before the production data extract occurs will be in early June.
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Contact
Chris Saunders – CARLI Contact for SIS Integration
support@carli.Illinois.edu

Thank you!

Happy Thanksgiving!  Dec 5 is the next Open Office Hours

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for joining us in this presentation and please consider getting involved with SIS integration.  It will benefit us greatly if we have lots of partners in this.Now I will pass the presentation to Ex Libris and I will let Ben introduce Miiya for the Integration profile demo

mailto:support@carli.Illinois.edu


Thank you!

Happy Thanksgiving!  Dec 5 is the next Open Office Hours

You can always contact CARLI at support@carli.Illinois.edu

I-SHARE  ALMA PRIMO VE OFFICE HOURS

mailto:support@carli.Illinois.edu
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